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Coronary artery disease (CAD) poses a risk to the cerebrovascular function of older
adults and has been linked to impaired cognitive abilities. Using magnetic resonance
perfusion imaging, we investigated changes in resting cerebral blood flow (CBF) and
cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) to hypercapnia in 34 CAD patients and 21 age-matched
controls. Gray matter volume (GMV) images were acquired and used as a confounding
variable to separate changes in structure from function. Compared to healthy controls,
CAD patients demonstrated reduced CBF in the superior frontal, anterior cingulate (AC),
insular, pre- and post-central gyri, middle temporal, and superior temporal regions.
Subsequent analysis of these regions demonstrated decreased CVR in the AC, insula,
post-central and superior frontal regions. Except in the superior frontal and precentral
regions, regional reductions in CBF and CVR were identified in brain areas where
no detectable reductions in GMV were observed, demonstrating that these vascular
changes were independent of brain atrophy. Because aerobic fitness training can
improve brain function, potential changes in regional CBF were investigated in the CAD
patients after completion of a 6-months exercise-based cardiac rehabilitation program.
Increased CBF was observed in the bilateral AC, as well as recovery of CBF in the
dorsal aspect of the right AC, where the magnitude of increased CBF was roughly
equal to the reduction in CBF at baseline compared to controls. These exercise-related
improvements in CBF in the AC is intriguing given the role of this area in cognitive
processing and regulation of cardiovascular autonomic control.
Keywords: arterial spin labeling (ASL), cerebral vascular reactivity (CVR), coronary artery disease, cerebral blood
flow (CBF), aerobic exercise, cardiac rehabilitation

INTRODUCTION
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the most prevalent form of cardiovascular disease, encompassing
acute coronary syndromes that are characterized by atherosclerotic lesions in coronary arteries
which impair myocardial blood ﬂow. It is estimated that at the age of 40, one in two men and
one in three women will develop CAD (Lloyd-Jones et al., 1999), representing the highest lifetime
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ﬂow changes in response to alterations in arterial CO2 tension
(i.e., CVR; Tancredi et al., 2015). We tested the hypothesis that
CBF and CVR would be reduced in cognitive areas of the brains
of CAD patients, since increased vascular resistance, common in
CAD can diminish CVR (Novack et al., 1953). As a corollary, we
hypothesized that aerobic exercise training performed as part of
CR would attenuate disease eﬀects. To ensure regional changes
in CBF and CVR were independent of underlying changes
in brain structure, gray matter volume (GMV) measurements
described in the earlier study (Anazodo et al., 2013), were used
as confounding variables.

risks for any disease (Lloyd-Jones et al., 2006). By contrast, at
the age of 50, the lifetime risk for the most common type of
cancers, breast cancer in women and prostate cancer in men,
is 12 and 15%, respectively (Howlader et al., 2013). Although
higher CAD survival rates are now achieved, well into the
third decade of the disease (Lloyd-Jones et al., 2006), agerelated chronic diseases such as CAD can pose a threat to
an individual’s ability to maintain a high mental and physical
functional capacity. While, considerable eﬀorts are being made
to improve the physical functional capacities of CAD patients,
including interventions, such as cardiac rehabilitation (CR),
aimed at minimizing recurrence risks and improving overall
cardiovascular functions (Clark et al., 2005), recent evidence
points to the possible comorbidity of CAD and neurological
impairments which threaten the mental capacity of CAD patients
(Friedman et al., 2014). A number of studies have demonstrated
that risk factors for CAD are also associated with accelerated
brain decay and alterations to the natural age-related decline
in cerebrovascular functions (de Toledo Ferraz Alves et al.,
2010; Friedman et al., 2014). Recently, we observed signiﬁcant
reductions in regional brain volume in CAD patients (Anazodo
et al., 2013) that are consistent with observations of cerebral
atrophy, hypoperfusion, and white matter (WM) disease in
brains of older adults with increased risk for vascular disease
(Friedman et al., 2014), and match regions associated with
cognitive decline in cardiovascular patients (Okonkwo et al.,
2010). Although these observations suggest a possible link
between CAD and neurological dysfunction, the interaction of
age, vascular disease and cerebrovascular dysfunction is complex
and not well-understood (de la Torre, 2000; de Toledo Ferraz
Alves et al., 2010). Furthermore, no study to date has assessed the
potential impact of CAD on regional cerebrovascular function
and hemodynamics in older adults. Identifying such changes
would improve the understanding of cardio-cortical interactions
and highlight the added beneﬁts to cerebrovascular health
provided by CR.
Interestingly, when older adults with CAD performed aerobic
exercise training, typically included in CR programs, enhanced
brain structure and cognitive performance has been observed.
For instance, in the same cohort of CAD patients, where
we ﬁrst reported decreased brain volume, an increase in
regional brain volume was seen after completion of a 6-months
exercise-based CR program (Anazodo et al., 2013). Improved
performance on tasks for executive function, psychomotor speed
and episodic memory have been demonstrated by a few studies
in cardiovascular disease patients that performed structured
exercise training during a 12–18 weeks CR program (Hayes
et al., 2014). It still remains to be seen if exercise-based CR
programs can enhance cerebrovascular function in CAD patients
as well. Based on these observations and building on our
previous work, the objectives of this study were to investigate
changes in cerebrovascular function in CAD patients and assess
if potential changes would be related to regional brain atrophy.
Measurements of cerebral blood ﬂow (CBF) and cerebrovascular
reactivity to CO2 (CVR) were acquired using arterial spin labeling
(ASL), a non-invasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based
perfusion technique capable of measuring both resting CBF and
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
This study was approved by the Western University Health
Sciences Research Ethics Board and written informed consent
was obtained from all participants. The present sample were
subjects from a previous study (Anazodo et al., 2013) and consists
of 34 CAD patients (58 ± 7 years, 10 females) and 21 healthy
controls (59 ± 8 years, 10 females) whom had MRI scans that
included ASL acquisitions. Of the 34 patients, 17 (59 ± 6 years,
ﬁve females) completed a 6-months CR program and participated
in post-CR testing. A 50% CR participation rate is common
in hospital-based CR programs (Mampuya, 2012). The CAD
patients were recruited from the London Health Sciences Center
for Cardiac Rehabilitation and Secondary Prevention program,
and controls matched in age, were recruited from the local
community. The CAD group comprised of individuals with
clinical diagnosis for CAD including acute coronary syndromes
such as ST elevation and non-ST elevation myocardial infarct,
and angina pectoris conﬁrmed by coronary angiography or
standard non-invasive diagnostic tests such as echocardiography,
exercise stress testing and myocardium perfusion testing.
Exclusion criteria included patients with congenital coronary
abnormality, cardiomyopathy, severe congestive heart failure,
second or third-degree atrioventricular block, more than
two myocaridal infarcts, sick sinus syndrome, complicated
arrythmias, uncontrolled hypertension (sustained blood pressure
higher than 140/90 mmHg despite use of three antihypertensive
agents at maximum dosage; Calhoun et al., 2008) or a
history of diabetes for more than 5 years. Patients who had
percutaneous coronary intervention or coronary artery bypass
surgery within 3 months of the study were excluded to avoid
potential transient post-operative neurocognitive complications
(Rasmussen, 2006). All participants were free of neurological
diseases, pharmaceutical or nutraceutical psychostimulants,
nootropics and were non-smokers.

Experimental Design
Experimental data were collected over three testing sessions:
(1) a laboratory session for assessment of clinical markers of
vascular health, (2) graded exercise testing, and (3) brain MRI.
Subjects refrained from caﬀeine, alcohol and physical activity
at least 12 h before participating in each session. To capture
global cognitive function, the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
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MRI Data Acquisition

(Nasreddine et al., 2005; MoCA), was administered during the
laboratory testing. MoCA scores were corrected for level of
education – deﬁned by the total number of years of formal
education (Nasreddine et al., 2005). The entire experimental
protocol was repeated in the 17 CAD patients who performed
6 months of CR, which consisted of moderate-intensity aerobic
and strength ﬁtness training. The aerobic training protocol was
performed as previously described (Anazodo et al., 2013), as part
of the London Health Sciences Center Cardiac Rehabilitation and
Secondary Prevention Program.
Cerebrovascular reactivity measurements were achieved by
manipulations of arterial concentrations of CO2 . Subjects
breathed room air for 5 min, followed by 5 min inhalation of 6%
CO2 mixed with 21% O2 and balanced nitrogen, while end-tidal
partial pressure of CO2 (PET CO2 ) was recorded continuously
(Invivo 3150m, Invivo Corp., Orlando, FL, USA). Air and
mixed CO2 were delivered via a non-rebreathing facemask
(Hans Rudolph, Inc., Kansas City, MO, USA) attached to a
large non-diﬀusible gas reservoir bag. The breathing rate was
paced at 15 breaths per minute guided by a metronome to
minimize hyperventilation and maintain steady-state sampling of
PET CO2 . The hypercapnia challenge was performed ﬁrst in the
laboratory in supine position to acclimatize participants prior to
repeating the challenge during brain imaging. Participants unable
to perform hypercapnia testing or who had a change in PET CO2
(PET CO2 ) of 5 mmHg or less in the laboratory examinations
did not perform the challenge during the MRI session. Instead
only resting CBF images were acquired.

All MRI brain imaging was performed on a Siemens 3T
Verio system (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany)
using a 32-channel head coil. The head was immobilized
with foam padding to minimize motion artifacts. Sagittal
T1-weighted images were acquired using a three-dimensional
magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE)
sequence [repetition time (TR), echo time (TE) and inversion
time (TI) = 2000, 2.98, and 900 ms, ﬂip angle = 9◦ , ﬁeld
of view (FOV) = 256 mm × 256 mm, 176 slices, isotropic
voxel size = 1.0 mm3 , acceleration factor = 3]. ASL images
were acquired during hypercapnia testing using a transverse
2D gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence
(TR/TE = 3500/12 ms, FOV = 240 mm × 240 mm, 12 contiguous
slices, 6 mm thickness, voxel size = 3.8 mm × 3.8 mm × 6 mm,
bandwidth = 2298 Hz/Px, acceleration factor of 2) and a
pseudo-continuous label method (Wang et al., 2003) applied
9 cm below the center of the imaging volume for a duration of
1.5 s. One-hundred and ten label and control pairs were acquired
after a 1.0 s post-label delay. A non-selective inversion pulse
was applied for background suppression during the post-label
delay. To improve signal-to-noise (SNR) and sensitivity of ASL
for CVR measurements, ASL imaging and hypercapnia testing
were repeated after a 3 min recovery period. Additional imaging
for CBF quantiﬁcation included; (a) proton density calibration
scan (M0 ) acquired with the ASL sequence using a TR of 7 s
and no label or background suppression pulses, and (b) axial
single-shot inversion-recovery prepared balanced steady-state
free precession imaging (IR-TrueFISP) acquired with 10 variable
TI values (175–8000 ms) on a single slice at the mid-sagittial
section of the brain (TE = 1.21 ms, 1.7 mm × 1.7 mm × 4 mm,
acceleration factor of 2). These images were used to measure the
longitudinal relaxation time of blood (T1b ) in the sagittal sinus
(Xu et al., 2010).

Clinical Measurements
To assess levels of plasma lipids, cholesterol, blood glucose,
glycated hemoglobin and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein,
blood samples were collected under fasting conditions and
analyzed using standard assays and glucometer. Three-lead
electrocardiogram and ﬁnger blood pressure monitoring
(Finometer; Finapres Medical Systems, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands; calibrated to sphymomanometric values) were
performed concurrently over a 20 min period. Mean values
for heart rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure,
and mean arterial pressure were reported from measures
averaged over 5 min. Vascular hemodynamic measurements
were performed on the right common carotid artery using
Doppler ultrasound imaging (Vivid 7, GE Healthcare). Carotid
vessel diameter, wall thickness and intima media thickness
were measured from 2-dimensional (2D) B-mode images
acquired in the long-axis plane by a single observer blinded to
subject identity or group assignment. Arterial compliance and
distensibility were calculated from measures of vessel diameter
and pressure at end systole and end diastole (Nielson et al., 2014).
A 2D transthoracic Doppler echocardiogram (Vingmed System
FiVe, GE Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK) was performed to
assess left ventricular ejection fraction - a clinical index of cardiac
function. Graded exercise testing was performed to volitional
exhaustion to measure cardiorespiratory ﬁtness level or capacity
(maximal oxygen consumption, VO2 max), in accordance with
the American College of Sports Medicine guidelines for exercise
testing.
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Perfusion-weighted Analysis
Preprocessing and analysis of perfusion data were performed
with SPM81 and scripts written in MATLAB (2012a, The
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). All ASL and M0 scans were
aligned to the ﬁrst time point of the ﬁrst scan to correct for
head motion within sessions (two trials) and between sessions
(pre and post-CR). Intra-subject alignment was performed on
MPRAGE images using the VBM8 longitudinal toolbox2 in
SPM8 to minimize intra-subject registration errors. Using a
rigid-body transformation, respective MPRAGE image volumes
were aligned to corresponding M0 and ASL scans (i.e., baseline
MPRAGE to baseline ASL and post-CR MPRAGE to postCR ASL), and segmented into gray matter (GM), WM, and
cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) probability images using the new
segment tool in SPM8. The GM segments were transformed
into binary masks thresholded for voxels with 80% or more GM
content and applied to the ASL time series. This was done to
reduce the ASL signal contributions from WM and CSF. Forty
label and control images were extracted from each 5 min block at
1
2

3
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perfusion-weighted signal from the two trials did not bias group
comparisons.

steady-state. Surround subtraction and time-averaging over the
two trials were used to generate mean perfusion-weighted (M)
images. CBF was calculated using a standard single-compartment
ﬂow model (Wang et al., 2003).
CBF(ml/100g/ min) =

6000 · λ · M · e

Assessment of Disease Effects
To delineate perfusion changes from underlying changes in brain
volume (Anazodo et al., 2013) on a voxel-by-voxel basis, a
multimodal mass-univariate analysis was performed as a twostep process as outlined in Figure 1. First, an exploratory analysis
was performed on the CBF images across all voxels with greater
than or equal to 80% GM, to identify regions with signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent GM CBF between CAD patients and age-matched
controls. This was achieved using two-tailed Student’s t-test
performed within SPM8. Next, these clusters were passed to the
biological parametric mapping (BPM; Casanova et al., 2007) tool,
where a voxel-by-voxel analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was
performed on the CBF images with diﬀerences in regional GMV
removed. This resulted in diﬀerences in regional GM perfusion
that were independent of GMV changes.
For the BPM analysis, individual GMV images were generated
from MPRAGE volumes using voxel-based morphometry
(VBM3 ) in SPM8 as described in a prior study (Anazodo et al.,
2013). The GM segments were spatially normalized to a template
averaged from all subjects, corrected for diﬀerences in brain size
and smoothed with an 8-mm Gaussian ﬁlter. To describe changes
in GMV within the clusters of interest, a voxel-by-voxel betweengroup comparison was performed on the GMV images, restricted
to the clusters of interest. An absolute threshold mask set at 0.1
was used to remove non-GM voxels. For all statistical analysis,
type I errors were minimized using false discovery rate (FDR) at
p < 0.05 and cluster size greater than 10 voxels.
Since, lower CVR was expected in the CAD (Novack et al.,
1953) group compared to controls, a one-tailed t-test was
performed on regional mean CVR values extracted from each of

( T1ω )

2α · M0 · T1b · (1 − e

b

(− (τ+ω)
T1 )
b

)

where λ = blood/tissue water partition coeﬃcient, 0.9 g/mL;
α = labeling eﬃciency assumed to be 85% (Xu et al., 2010)
multiplied by 94% for background suppression; ω = post-labeling
delay of 1.0 s incremental per slice; τ = label duration of 1.5 s
and T1b = individual blood T1 value. The ﬁnal individual
normocapnia and hypercapnia CBF images were smoothed using
a Gaussian ﬁlter with a FWHM of 6 mm and transformed
to standard stereotactic space (MNI) using transformation
parameters from segmentation of MPRAGE images. CVR was
calculated pixel-by-pixel as the increase in CBF per mm Hg
increase in PET CO2. All further reference to CBF refers to CBF
measured at room air, unless otherwise stated.
To assess the sensitivity of the ASL sequence used in this
study, the temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) of the perfusionweighted time series was calculated for each subject. Temporal
SNR was deﬁned as the mean GM pixel signal relative to
the mean GM pixel standard deviation. The reproducibility of
repeated ASL measurements was determined from a subset of
patients and controls (N = 19) for baseline CBF and CVR
using within-sessions coeﬃcient of variation and intraclass
correlation coeﬃcient (ICC). ICC was calculated using SPSS
and two-way random model with measures of consistency,
where a value close to 1 represents a high reliability. For
completeness, the test–retest reliability at baseline was also
compared voxel-by-voxel using repeated measures analysis
of variance. This was done to ensure that averaging the

3
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FIGURE 1 | An illustration of the pipeline for multimodal voxel-wise mass-univariate analysis of variance performed to determine the singular effect
of CAD on regional CBF. Step 1 involved SPM voxel-wise between-group comparisons of CBF images across the brain. Significant clusters from this step were
converted to binary masks and used in step 2 to improve voxel-wise multimodal analysis and limit type II errors. In step 2, between-group differences in CBF were
examined voxel-wise using BPM with GMV images from VBM analysis serving as covariates. Corrections for multiple comparisons using FDR (p < 0.05) was
performed at each step. Clusters that remained signified regions where CBF changes drive the observed differences as in Figure 3 and as listed in Table 2.
Illustration was overlaid on glass brains from SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/).
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Statistical Analysis

the clusters from results of ANCOVA BPM analysis. Voxel-byvoxel comparisons were not performed on CVR images because
of power constraints. The CVR data of one patient were excluded
due to accelerated breathing (>25 breathes per minute) during
hypercapnia, which can confound the CVR results.

Statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS 20.0 statistical
software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Baseline clincal
assesments of CAD patients were compared to data from the
control group using two-tailed Student’s t-test since age and
gender were matched. To test for eﬀects of aerobic ﬁtness,
a paired t-test was performed on clinical data acquired on a
subgroup of CAD patients before and 6 months after CR.

Assessment of Cardiac Rehabilitation
Effects
A paired sample t-test was performed voxel-by-voxel between
baseline and post-CR CBF images of CAD patients using SPM.
Areas of signiﬁcant diﬀerences in CBF were identiﬁed using a
small volume correction approach within a priori regions of
interest (ROI). Two anatomical ROI, each in the right and left
anterior cingulate (AC) cortex were derived using the automated
anatomical labeling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) in WFU
PickAtlas (Maldjian et al., 2003) toolbox, because in older adults
the AC is known to display robust changes in brain activity in
response to exercise training (Burdette et al., 2010; Chapman
et al., 2013; Wong et al., 2015). The GMV images were not
included as covariates since no change in GMV were observed
in the AC of the patients’ post-CR (Anazodo et al., 2013). Using
the MarsBaR ROI toolbox4 a priori ROI masks were created
from regions of increased GMV post-CR reported in an earlier
study (left and right medial frontal gyri; Anazodo et al., 2013).
Functional ROI masks derived from results of baseline ANCOVA
BPM analysis were also included in the small volume correction
analysis to evaluate areas of CBF recovery with CR. This was
further demonstrated using percent relative change computed
from individual regional means extracted from baseline results.
Baseline percent changes were relative to each regional mean CBF
across all control subjects, while post-CR percent changes were
relative to pre-CR regional CBF values. For completeness, percent
changes were also computed for GMV using the functional ROI
masks. Analyses was not performed on post-CR CVR data due to
a lack of statistical power.
4

RESULTS
Study Demographics
Perfusion data from one control subject and one CAD patient
at baseline were excluded because of motion artifacts. Thirteen
control subjects and 22 CAD patients participated in CVR
measurements. Axial images of CBF during normocapnia
and hypercapnia, and CVR from a representative subject
along with time series of PET CO2 , breathing rate and mean
whole brain pCASL signal are displayed in Figure 2. The
CAD patients were on a combination of drug therapy
to lower lipid levels (statins = 83.3%), maintain blood
pressure (beta-blockers = 72.2%; ACE-inhibitors/angiotensin
II receptor blockers = 50%) and prevent reinfraction (antiplatelets/aspirin = 77.8%). Forty-one percent had precutaneous
coronary intervention and 8.8% received coronary artery bypass
grafting prior to participation in the study.

Baseline Clinical Measures
Results of clinical assessments compared between groups at
baseline including global means of GM CBF and CVR are
presented in Table 1. There were no signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between patients and controls in terms of blood pressure, left
ventricular function, resting heart rate and blood glucose. CAD
patients had lower total cholesterol [F = 15.34 (1,53), p < 0.0001]
likely reﬂecting the therapeutic eﬀect of the combined drug
therapy received by patients. However, CAD patients had lower

http://marsbar.sourceforge.net

FIGURE 2 | Cerebral blood flow (CBF) and CVR images acquired with pCASL from one subject. The representative CBF (normocapnia; top and
hypercapnia; middle) and CVR (bottom) maps demonstrate good gray to white matter contrast in parenchymal CBF and no evidence of intravascular artifacts or
signal dropouts. Time courses of PET CO2 and total gray matter CBF show the expected CBF response to capnia. Breathing rate (BR) in breaths per minute (BPM)
was maintained at 15 breathes per minute (BPM).
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Baseline Brain Imaging

TABLE 1 | Study demographics.
Variables

Controls
24.54 ± 3.11

29.84 ± 4.73∗

Glucose (mmol/L)

4.72 ± 0.89

5.21 ± 1.38

Total cholesterol (mmol/L)

4.15 ± 0.96

3.09 ± 0.79∗

Body mass index (kg/m2 )

High-sensitivity C-reactive protein (mg/L)
Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)

0.97 ± 0.91

2.10 ± 3.10

120.28 ± 15.97

126.70 ± 21.20

Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)

68.18 ± 7.8

Heart rate (beats per min)

58.34 ± 9.54

59.11 ± 6.85

Left ventricular ejection fraction (%)

67.41 ± 9.82

64.35 ± 7.24

Intima media thickness, carotid (mm)
Compliance, carotid (mm/mm Hg)
MOCA

71.5 ± 12.41

0.64 ± 0.12∗

0.53 ± 0.12
0.0088 ± 0.003

0.0077 ± 0.003

28.32 ± 1.67

26.82 ± 2.1∗
26.9 ± 7.24∗

VO2 max (mL/kg/min)

37.27 ± 9.94

PET CO2 (mm Hg)

11.35 ± 3.06

13.09 ± 3.67

Global mean CBF (mL/100 g/min)

50.83 ± 11.68

46.49 ± 13.88

2.57 ± 0.62

2.26 ± 0.63

Global mean CVR (mL/100 g/min/mm Hg)

Mean T1b across all subjects was 1563 ± 70 ms. There was no
diﬀerence between T1b for patients and controls. Mean GM tSNR
for the ASL-EPI sequence was 4.0 ± 1.4. Test–retest reliability of
the CBF and CVR measurements performed voxel-wise, showed
no diﬀerences between trials (p < 0.001, uncorrected). The
M signals were averaged over the two trials because of the
reproducibility of GM CBF and CVR. The CV = 6.4% for CBF
and 14.9% for CVR with corresponding ICC (2, 1) values of 0.93
and 0.82 for CBF and CVR respectively. No diﬀerences were
found in global mean CBF or CVR between CAD patients and
controls. Results from the ANOCVA BPM analysis are listed in
Table 2 and are represented graphically on axial slices through
the brain in Figure 3. The results were as follows:

Patients

(1) Eleven clusters were identiﬁed as having signiﬁcantly lower
CBF in the CAD patients from the SPM exploratory step. The
corresponding anatomical labels are listed in Table 2.
(2) All 11 clusters remained signiﬁcant after controlling for
diﬀerences in GMV between the two groups. However, the
magnitude of the eﬀect of disease on CBF observed after
atrophy correction was slightly muted in nearly all regions,
except in the right AC cortex and bilateral middle temporal
gyri (Table 2).
(3) The cluster size of nearly all regions was also preserved after
BPM ANCOVA analysis except in the left precentral gyrus
where the cluster size was reduced by 2 voxels.
(4) Within the 11 regions, a signiﬁcant decrease in GMV was
observed in the CAD group in the right and left superior

Subject characteristics. Means and standard deviations of clinical assessments
compared between CAD patients (N = 33) and controls (N = 20). Statistical
differences between groups at p<0.05 are indicated by ∗ .

MoCA scores [F = 4.63 (1,51), p < 0.01] after adjustment
for level of education, lower VO2 max [F = 15.02 (1,37),
p < 0.0001], elevated BMI [F = 18.46 (1,53), p < 0.0001], and
higher carotid artery intima media thickness [F = 8.05 (1,43),
p < 0.001]. There was also a trend of reduced compliance in the
common carotid (p = 0.24) and elevated hs-CRP (p = 0.10), a
marker of inﬂammation and measure of myocardial infarction
risk.

TABLE 2 | Results of multimodal voxel-by-voxel mass-univariate analysis.
Brain region (Brodmann area)

Talairach coordinate (X, Y, Z)

# of voxels

SPM t

SPM p

BPM t

BPM p

5.64

0.01

5.20

<0.001

5.03

0.04

4.97

<0.001

Regional gray matter CBF, controls > patients
−34

−30

14

−38

−23

3

−22

50

−1

63

5.11

0.01

4.57

<0.001

6

31

0

18

4.91

0.01

4.98

<0.001

(4) L Post-central gyrus (3)

−38

−20

42

36

4.79

0.01

3.55

<0.001

(5) R Post-central gyrus (6)

53

−6

28

35

4.71

0.01

3.95

<0.001

(6) R Middle temporal (39)

46

−62

20

57

4.47

0.02

4.50

<0.001

55

−57

23

4.23

0.03

4.15

<0.001

36

−28

18

33

4.25

0.03

3.36

<0.001
0.002

(1) L Superior temporal (41)
L Insula (13)
(2) L Superior frontal (10)
(3) R Anterior cingulate (24)

R Superior temporal (39)
(7) R Insula (13)
(8) R Superior frontal (10)

26

(9) † L Precentral gyrus (4)

−55

(10) R Precentral gyrus (6)

−1

21

4.21

0.03

3.23

−8

28

14

4.18

0.03

2.49

0.008

46

−10

28

10

4.11

0.03

3.01

0.003

−46

−69

16

18

3.61

0.04

3.69

<0.001

(1) R Superior frontal (10)

25

50

0

21

3.97

0.007

(2) L Superior frontal (10)

−22

51

1

42

3.95

0.007

(3) L Post-central gyrus (4)

−41

−16

39

31

3.69

0.007

(4) L Precentral gyrus (4)

−54

−9

32

14

3.04

0.012

(11) L Middle temporal (39)

49

119

VBM: Regional GMV, controls > patients

Results of voxel-by-voxel comparisons in regional cerebral blood flow and in regional gray matter volume between CAD patients (N = 33) and control (N = 20). Effect
magnitude is represented by t-static from SPM analysis and from BPM analysis where changes in gray matter volume were accounted for. Results were corrected for
multiple comparisons (FDR, p<0.05). Coordinates of local maxima of clusters of significant difference are listed and given in anatomical Talairach space. R = right; L = left;
† for the left precentral gyrus, the total number of voxels from BPM analysis was reduced to 12.
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FIGURE 3 | Regions of decreased gray matter CBF in CAD patients compared to controls. The top portion of the figure shows clusters (yellow) of decreased
gray matter CBF overlaid on the axial slices of the Colin27 brain template (MNI) and on a coronal and sagittal slice of the SPM glass brain. Concomitant decrease in
GMV and gray matter CBF are shown in the bottom portion of the figure.

post-central gyri, and in the right AC cortex. Concomitant
decrease in GMV and atrophy-independent CBF were observed
in the right and left superior frontal, and in the left pre- and
post-central gyri.
Between-group comparisons in regional CVR are shown in
Figure 4. Group means from each cluster and the standard error
of the means are displayed. Signiﬁcant decreases in CVR were
observed in the CAD patients in the right AC, bilateral superior

frontal, left post-central gyrus and left precentral gyrus.
These four regions also had the greatest reductions in CBF
changes following BPM analysis, as indicated by reduced
t-value (Table 2).
In general, the brains of CAD patients had signiﬁcant
reductions in regional GM CBF independent of GMV in the
bilateral prefrontal, insula, middle temporal, superior temporal,

FIGURE 4 | Regions of differences in regional CVR compared between CAD patients (N = 22) and controls at baseline (N = 13). Statistical differences
between groups at p < 0.05 are signified by ∗ and error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. R, right; L, left; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; ST, superior temporal
gyrus; Ins, insula; PostC, post-central gyrus; MT, middle temporal gyrus; PreC, precentral gyrus; AC, anterior cingulate.
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frontal gyrus, left superior temporal/insula, left post-central
gyrus, right insular and right precentral gyrus (all, p < 0.05).

regions of decreased CBF at baseline, a signiﬁcant CBF increase
was identiﬁed only within the right AC (Figure 6). However,
higher GMV was found after CR in the bilateral pre- and postcentral gyri and in the right superior frontal gyrus, while a
sustained decrease in GMV over time was seen in the left superior
temporal and right insular regions (Figure 6).

Cardiac Rehabilitation Effects
There were no diﬀerences within the CAD patient group in
pre- and post-CR clinical tests. Mean VO2 max at baseline
and post-CR were 28.04 ± 10.47 and 29.37 ± 8.74 mL/kg/min,
respectively. No diﬀerence in global mean GM perfusion
was observed before (46.4 ± 11.4 mL/100 g/min) and after
(50.0 ± 18.5 mL/100 g/min) exercise training. Voxel-by-voxel
analysis identiﬁed four regions of higher CBF post-CR at clusterlevel threshold of 10 contiguous voxels per cluster (p < 0.001,
uncorrected). The regions, number of voxels and corresponding
Talairach coordinates (X; Y; Z) were left AC (−1; 11; 26,
64 voxels), right AC (3; 27; 1, 25 voxels), right insula (45; 7; 4,
21 voxels) and left medial frontal gyrus (0; 46; −1, 52 voxels).
After small volume correction, signiﬁcant increase in CBF was
found solely within the bilateral AC (p < 0.05, family wise
error) as outlined in Table 3 and Figure 5. Within the right
AC recovery of CBF (∼30%) was observed post-CR in one area
where a comparable decline in CBF compared to controls (∼33%)
was observed at baseline, and a region where no change in
GMV was observed after CR (Figures 5 and 6). There were
no concomitant regional change in CBF and GMV after CR.
No signiﬁcant decrease in CBF over time was observed. Within

DISCUSSION
This study investigated the impact of cardiovascular disease
in advancing age-related decline in cerebrovascular function
and the mediatory role of aerobic exercise training. In a
recent study, we described marked brain atrophy spanning
the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes of CAD patients, and
subsequent increase in brain volume with exercise (Anazodo
et al., 2013). Here, in the same cohort of CAD patients,
accelerated cerebrovascular decline was observed in several
cognitive regions of the brain, independent of brain atrophy and
recovery of perfusion in the right AC was demonstrated after
6 months of exercise training. Interestingly, these changes were
greater than the magnitude of corresponding declines in brain
volume or increase in brain volume after exercise, suggesting that
the cerebrovascular function of certain regions of the brain in
mid-life is highly sensitive to cardiovascular disease eﬀects.
Normal aging is associated with increased plaque burden,
arterial stiﬀness and endothelial dysfunction, all of which are in
turn linked to reduced blood ﬂow (Priebe, 2000). In the brain,
by the age of 60, normal aging can reduce regional CBF by up
to 15% (Bentourkia et al., 2000), oﬀsetting the normal coupling
of CBF to glucose metabolism (Bentourkia et al., 2000; Anazodo
et al., 2015). This age-related compromise in CBF is exacerbated
by the presence of cardiovascular disease, as demonstrated by our
ﬁndings and supported by previous observations (de la Torre,
2000). Compared to age-matched controls, we found decreased
CBF in the brains of CAD patients in regions considered stable
in mid-life (Bentourkia et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2011) and
known to be aﬀected by various forms of vascular disease (for
review see de la Torre, 2000 and Friedman et al., 2014). For

TABLE 3 | Brain regions of increased CBF in patients post-CR (N = 17)
from small volume correction analysis.
Brain region
(Brodmann area)

Talairach coordinate
(X, Y, Z)

Number of
voxels

SPM t

FWE (p)

Left anterior
cingulate (24)

−1

11

26

30

5.45

0.01

Right anterior
cingulate (24)

5

27

1

16

4.90

0.02

Brain areas and corresponding coordinates in anatomical Talairach space are listed.
Results were corrected for multiple comparisons using small volume correction
approach (p<0.05, FWE = family wise error).

FIGURE 5 | Increased CBF and recovery in CAD patients post-CR (N = 17). Clusters of higher CBF in right and left anterior cingulate (AC) are shown in red.
Conjunction analysis identified recovery of CBF post-CR in a focal area in the right AC (orange, 5; 29; 3, Talairach coordinates) that overlapped with a region of
decreased CBF at baseline (yellow).
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FIGURE 6 | Magnitude of regional CBF changes in CAD patients. The magnitude of changes in CBF and GMV in CAD patients at baseline and recovery after
CR are shown here as a relative change. Regions were derived from results of baseline comparisons between patients and controls (Table 2). Statistical differences
at p < 0.05 are signified by ∗ and error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. See Figure 4 footnote for full name of regions.

demand, signifying a decline in neuronal activity. The observed
reduction in CVR in areas of reduced CBF in the CAD patients
supports the former since it indicates that the brain’s vascular
response to a vasoactive stimulus was impaired, suggesting
that the CBF response to increased functional activation could
also be impaired (Stefanovic et al., 2008). A recent study in
older adults with type 2 diabetes mellitus found that decreased
regional CVR was associated with greater decline in executive
function, and the higher the levels of serum inﬂammatory
markers, the greater the CVR impairment (Chung et al., 2015).
It has been suggested that impaired CVR could reveal cognitive
dysfunction sooner and with greater sensitivity than resting CBF.
Lu et al. (2011) demonstrated that in the prefrontal cortex, CVR
showed an accelerated decline with age compared to CBF. These
observations underscore the signiﬁcance of CVR as a marker of
cerebrovascular health and potentially of cognitive function in
cardiovascular disease patients.
One of the main ﬁndings of the current study was the
observation of diﬀerences in the spatial patterns of hypoperfusion
and brain atrophy in the CAD patients. Of the 11 clusters
identiﬁed as having lower basal CBF, only four clusters- all within
the prefrontal cortex- showed a concurrent decrease in GMV
following BPM analysis. A spatial mismatch between regional
hypoperfusion and atrophy has also been observed in normal
aging (Chen et al., 2011). These observations suggest that certain
areas of the brain respond diﬀerently to hemodynamic and
structural changes associated with aging and vascular disease. It
is also possible that the CBF changes observed in CAD patients
could precede structural changes. It is important to consider
that the poor spatial resolution of ASL compared to structural
imaging could lead to partial volume errors. To minimize this,
diﬀerences in CBF between patients and controls were only
conducted in voxels that were classiﬁed as being comprised
of at least 80% GM, followed by BPM analysis to control for

instance, hypertension is associated with accelerated decline in
regional perfusion in the orbitofrontal, AC and insular cortices
(Beason-Held et al., 2007). In older adults with various forms
of cardiovascular disease, reductions in frontal and temporal
lobe CBF are associated with reduced regional cortical thickness
and impairments in memory, attention and executive functions
(Alosco et al., 2013). The decline in cognitive abilities in
domains of executive function, attention, language, memory,
and visuospatial skills seen in cardiovascular disease patients,
independent of normal aging eﬀects (Okonkwo et al., 2010), is
consistent with the regional pattern of decreased resting CBF and
CVR observed in these CAD patients. The accelerated decline
in these cognitive domains and in global cognitive function
could be related to vascular remodeling from atherosclerosis
and arterial stiﬀening. Increased carotid intima media thickness,
a marker of generalized atherosclerosis, is not only associated
with increased risk for CAD (Iwamoto et al., 2012), but it has
been linked to regional changes in CBF (Sojkova et al., 2010),
increased risk for Alzheimer’s disease (Wendell et al., 2012) and
accelerated decline in performance on tests for memory, language
(semantic association ﬂuency) and executive function, over time
(Muller et al., 2007; Wendell et al., 2009). Interestingly, we found
signiﬁcantly higher carotid intima media thickness, decreased
carotid artery compliance, an indication of arterial stiﬀening,
as well as lower MoCA scores in CAD patients compared to
controls. Arterial stiﬀness, even at the level of the aorta (Gauthier
et al., 2015), and other vascular remodeling responses to vascular
disease impair CVR (Lavi et al., 2006), which in turn can aﬀect
higher-order cognitive processes.
Cerebrovascular reactivity was signiﬁcantly reduced in CAD
patients in multiple regions including cognitive control centers in
the AC, superior frontal and post-central gyrus. Typically, CBF
reductions are likely either a result of reduced supply to tissue,
signifying vascular dysfunction, or a result of reduced metabolic
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of regional CBF in the AC cortex of CAD patients following CR is
noteworthy given the central role of the AC in executive function
(Allman et al., 2001) and the strong association between lower
executive function and increased risk of cardiovascular disease
(Okonkwo et al., 2010; Rostamian et al., 2015). This ﬁnding
supports the role of aerobic ﬁtness in preservation of brain health
following injury.

GMV changes. An alternative approach would be to use linear
regression methods such as outlined by Asllani et al. (2008) to
extract a GM CBF image. However, this approach can introduce
substantial spatial blurring, which when applied to regions as
small as those identiﬁed in the current study, could eliminate the
observed eﬀects.
Other notable ﬁndings of the current study were increased
CBF in the bilateral AC and recovery of CBF in the right AC
after mild-to-moderate aerobic ﬁtness training. This ﬁnding is
consistent with evidence of robust improvements in structure and
function of the AC in older adults without CAD after aerobic
exercise training. Higher CBF in the AC cortex has been observed
in aerobically trained older adults compared to sedentary controls
(Chapman et al., 2013). Increased GMV has also been observed
in the dorsal AC of older adults that participated in 6 months
of aerobic training compared to a control group that only
performed toning and stretching exercises (Colcombe et al.,
2006). Burdette et al. (2010) found greater functional connectivity
between the hippocampus and AC cortex of older healthy
adults in an exercise training group. Further, in older adults,
it appears that having a higher cardiorespiratory ﬁtness level is
associated with greater WM integrity in the middle cingulate
cortex (Marks et al., 2011) and greater activation of the AC
during dual-task processing (Wong et al., 2015). A recent study
also reported a positive correlation between CBF in the AC and
VO2 max in CAD patients (MacIntosh et al., 2014). Conversely,
Colcombe et al. (2004) associated the level of aerobic ﬁtness with
decreased activity in the AC and increased activity in the middle
frontal, superior frontal, and parietal regions in older adults
performing conﬂicting response tasks. Though they attributed
their observation to improved adaptations in the attentional
network following exercise training (Colcombe et al., 2004),
it could also signify the eﬀects of exercise in enhancing both
cognitive and cardiovascular control (Shoemaker et al., 2012).
Decreased activity in the AC (subgenual) and medial prefrontal
cortex, along with increased activity in the insular cortex, are
strongly associated with cardiovascular adjustments to acute
stressors during physical, cognitive and emotional demands
(Shoemaker et al., 2012). Although we did not ﬁnd signiﬁcant
changes in CBF in the insular or prefrontal regions after exercise
training, we previously reported increased brain volume in the
medial prefrontal region in addition to other cognitive areas
(Anazodo et al., 2013), which are consistently associated with
improved higher cardiorespiratory ﬁtness level (Hayes et al.,
2013). The recovery of CBF in the right and not the left AC could
follow the normal morphological asymmetry and functional
specialization of the AC, where the right AC has greater GMV and
more structural and functional connectivity than the left AC (Yan
et al., 2009). Similar to Chapman et al. (2013), we observed no
increase in global CBF after exercise training; however, the eﬀects
of exercise on global CBF are conﬂicting (Ogoh and Ainslie,
2009). We were unable to investigate regional CVR response
to exercise training given the relatively small sample, a global
increase in CVR has been reported in older adults following
12 weeks of mild-to-moderate aerobic exercise (Murrell et al.,
2013) and in stroke patients (Ivey et al., 2011) after completing a
6-months exercise program. In general, our ﬁndings of recovery
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Study Considerations
The ﬁndings presented in the current study although largely
attributed to CAD, could also be associated with lifestyle
factors (Friedman et al., 2014). Compared to controls, CAD
patients had signiﬁcantly lower ﬁtness levels and were generally
overweight. The eﬀect of these lifestyle factors on cerebral
perfusion and brain structure in the presence of vascular
disease are yet to be determined. A large majority of the CAD
patients were on antihypertensive and hypolipidemic drug. These
agents are known to aﬀect cerebrovascular hemodynamics and
could mask vascular disease eﬀects or attenuate exercise eﬀects.
Statins for instance are hypolipidemic agents associated with
increased CBF and vascular reactivity (Giannopoulos et al.,
2014), while antihypertensive drugs such as beta-blockers can
limit submaximal exercise capacity (van Baak et al., 1987).
At our institution, aggressive early revascularization is the
standard mode of care for CAD. This coupled with the relatively
long period of up to 3 months between patient referral,
evaluation at the cardiac center, intake at the CR program,
and start of this study, could explain the lack of signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in baseline cardiovascular function between patients
and controls. Furthermore, we did not explore potential ongoing
cerebrovascular disease in the study population, speciﬁcally, WM
lesions, which could further contribute to cerebral hypoperfusion
and atrophy. Our analysis, however, focused on vascular disease
eﬀects within GM. Areas associated with WM hyperintensities
are typically deep within WM regions.
Other study considerations include the inherent limitations
with the ASL imaging and the hypercapnic challenge. First,
the 2D EPI readout used in this study for ASL imaging,
limited data acquisition to slices superior to the anterior
commissure – posterior commissure line. As such, regions
near tissue-air/bone interfaces prone to increased susceptibility
artifacts were excluded. Cerebral hypoperfusion may well exist
in the inferior regions of the frontal and parietal lobes, since
brain atrophy has been observed in these regions in the same
cohort of CAD patients (Anazodo et al., 2013). Second, our
choice of post-labeling delay was relatively short. It was selected
to mediate the eﬀects of short arterial transit time at high ﬂow
velocities during hypercapnia and increase SNR. This resulted
in a tSNR comparable to newer ASL methods using threedimensional gradient-spin echo (Günther et al., 2005) readouts,
where whole brain coverage can be achieved at longer post-label
delay and minimal susceptibility issues. A short post-labeling
delay could result in an underestimation of CBF in patients with
longer transit times, however, no watershed artifacts, which are
typical of transit time errors, were observed in the CBF images
(Figure 2). Lastly, the CVR results were limited by a small sample
size due to poor compliance with the hypercapnic manipulations,
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to investigate the association between cardiovascular disease and
cerebral hemodynamics, as well as investigating the potential
beneﬁts of physical activity. The ﬁndings demonstrated a regionspeciﬁc vulnerability to cardiovascular disease that appeared to
accelerate the normal changes in CBF associated with aging. It
is possible that reductions in regional CBF and CVR, related
to vascular disease could drive cortical decline. However, the
fundamental mechanisms underlining the association between
vascular disease and cortical decline remain unclear and require
further investigation. The ability of an aerobic ﬁtness program
designed for CAD patients to improve cerebral perfusion was
demonstrated in a relatively small sample. This work sets the
stage for future investigations in larger cohorts of vascular disease
patients to understand how cardiorespiratory ﬁtness training
impacts cerebrovascular hemodynamics.
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